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Which collections of mn minors of an m-by-n matrix uniquely de-
termine thematrix, given some regularity conditions? Form=n=3,
the 585 such collections, that are distinct up to symmetry, are de-
termined. For general m, n, a necessary and a sufﬁcient condition
for reconstruction are given in terms of matchings in a bipartite
graph. Among other particular results, those collections of entries
for which there are minors that permit reconstruction one entry at
a time are characterized.
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1. Introduction
Suppose that we are given mn minors of an m-by-n matrix. We ask when there exists a unique
matrix that displays these minors, no matter what their values, except perhaps for a ﬁnite list of
polynomial, non-equality conditions involving the minors. We call the latter regularity conditions.
Some of the minors may be matrix entries themselves, and each minor may be identiﬁed by the
rows and columns in which it lies. We refer to the single entry minors as speciﬁed entries and to the
pattern of speciﬁed and unspeciﬁed entries as an arrangement. We also refer to the entire collection
of speciﬁed minors as a conﬁguration. Thus, the conﬁguration consists of 1-by-1 minors and higher
order minors, all thought of as parameters identiﬁed by their positions in the matrix. Then, subject
to regularity conditions, our problem asks whether a special system of k polynomial equations in k
variables has a unique solution based only upon its special form, independent of parameter values.

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(Here k is the number of unspeciﬁed entries,whichmust be the same as the number of speciﬁed higher
order minors.1) If so, we say that the conﬁguration is a unique reconstruction set (URS). In order for a
conﬁguration to fail to be aURS, for every ﬁnite list of regularity conditions, theremust exist parameter
values for the speciﬁedminorsmeeting those regularity conditionswith either zero ormultiplematrix
solutions.
A simple conﬁguration that is a URS is the collection of initial minors of an n-by-nmatrix. These are
the minors detA[α,β] for α = {1, . . . , k} and β = {p + 1, . . . , p + k} or for α = {p + 1, . . . , p + k}
and β = {1, . . . , k}, k = 1, . . . , n, 0 p n − k. There are n2 such minors and, if each is nonzero (a
possible set of regularity conditions), all entries of Amay be uniquely deduced (to see how this would
be done, refer to Footnote 3) thus reconstructing A. The initial minors have previously arisen in the
study of total positivity [2]. There, if all initial minors are positive [3], it is known that all minors are
positive, so that the matrix is totally positive. But, it has not previously been noted that the initial
minors constitute a URS.
It seems a remarkably difﬁcult problem to characterize all URSs for all pairs m, n. As we shall
see, the case m = n = 3 is already quite complicated. Our purpose here is severalfold. In the next
section, we give a general necessary condition for a conﬁguration to be a URS. The bipartite graph
of unspeciﬁed entries versus speciﬁed higher order minors must contain a complete matching. In
addition, if this conﬁguration bipartite graph (CBG) has just one complete matching, the conﬁguration
is a URS. Examples indicating limitations of the CBG in determining whether a conﬁguration is a URS
are given in Section 3.
If an m-by-n matrix A is subjected to permutation equivalence (PAQ ) or an n-by-n matrix to
transposition, a given conﬁguration is transformed to another one. Of course, the two conﬁgurations
are either both URSs or both not. Thus, only one representative from an equivalence class need be
checked.
It is trivial to determine which conﬁgurations are a URS form = n = 2, but not thereafter. Already
form = n = 3,wecounted851 inequivalent conﬁgurations forwhich theCBGhasat leastonecomplete
matching. In Section 3, statistics are provided about howmany of these areURSs and the differentways
in which a conﬁguration can fail to be a URS. In addition a correspondence, through Jacobi’s identity,
is given for conﬁgurations that include the determinant, and certain informative examples of URSs in
the 3-by-3 case are reported.
Motivated by the single complete matching CBGs, in Section 4 we consider arrangements that
occur among conﬁgurations that are URSs by virtue of entrywise sequential reconstruction (ESR). The
ESR arrangements are characterized and a description of the higher order minors that complete them
as ESR conﬁgurations is given. As shown by example in Section 3, it is possible to be a URS without
being ESR.
A URS can be thought of as a set of minors such that given values for these minors, the original
matrix can (almost) always be reconstructed. A more rigorous deﬁnition is given below [8].
Deﬁnition 1. An afﬁne algebraic variety, denotedV(f1, f2, . . . , fi), is the common zero set of the collec-
tion of nonzero polynomials f1, f2, . . . , fi.
Deﬁnition 2. A conﬁguration ofminors, = {M1, M2, . . . , Mk} is said to be a unique reconstruction set
(URS) if there is a ﬁnite number of nonzero polynomials, f1(X1, X2, . . . , Xk), . . . ,
fi(X1, X2, . . . , Xk), such that for all (a1, a2, . . . , ak) /∈ V(f1, f2, . . . , fi), there is one and only one matrix
Awith minorsM1 = a1, M2 = a2, . . . , Mk = ak .
Note that over the real or complex numbers, V(f1, f2, . . . , fi)will have Lebesgue measure zero, and
so if  is a URS, then for randomly chosen values of a1, a2, . . . , ak , it will happen with probability one
that there will be one and only one matrix Awith minorsM1 = a1,
M2 = a2, . . . , Mk = ak .
1 If there are k unspeciﬁed entries, then there must bemn − k speciﬁed entries. We are givenmnminors,mn − k of which are
the speciﬁed entries, and so the remainingmn − (mn − k) = k must then be speciﬁed higher order minors.
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2. The conﬁguration bipartite graph
Deﬁnition 3. A conﬁguration  has an associated Conﬁguration Bipartite Graph (CBG), in which one
vertex set corresponds to the unspeciﬁed entries of , and the other vertex set corresponds to the
speciﬁed higher order minors of , and in which the vertex of an unspeciﬁed entry is adjacent to
the vertex of a speciﬁed higher order minor if and only if that entry is contained in the submatrix
determining the higher order minor.
Example. Consider the following conﬁguration, in which letters from the beginning of the alphabet
represent speciﬁed 1-by-1 minors, and the boxes and circles indicate the three submatrices corre-
sponding to the speciﬁed higher order minors.
The associated CBG is:
The purpose of this section is twofold: ﬁrst to show that if a conﬁguration is a URS, then its CBG
must have a complete matching (the term perfect matching is also used) [1], and second, to show that
if its CBG has exactly one complete matching, then it is a URS. This narrows the question of which
conﬁgurations are URSs, but we will see in Section 3 that the answer cannot be given only in terms of
graph-theoretic conditions on the CBG. We will use the following lemma for the ﬁrst result.
Lemma 2.1. A collection of minors is not a URS if it is possible to choose a subset, E , of the unspeciﬁed
entries, and a subset, M, of the speciﬁed higher order minors such that:
1. E consists of s unspeciﬁed entries, andM consists of r speciﬁed higher order minors, with r > s, and
2. all the unspeciﬁed entries contained in the higher order minors of M are in E.
Proof. Assume that it is possible to choose such a subset of the unspeciﬁed entries and such a subset of
the speciﬁed higher order minors. Then let the unspeciﬁed entries in E be the variables x1, . . . , xs, and
let the speciﬁedminors inM be polynomial equations, f1, . . . , fr , in these variables. So ifα1,α2, . . . ,αr
are the values of the speciﬁed higher order minors, these r higher order minors and s unspeciﬁed
entries can be thought of as the following system of polynomial equations:
f1(x1, x2, . . . , xs) = α1
f2(x1, x2, . . . , xs) = α2
...
fr(x1, x2, . . . , xs) = αr
In order to show that this conﬁguration of minors is not a URS, it will sufﬁce to show that there is a
dense subset of Rr such that for all choices of (α1,α2, . . . ,αr) in this set, this system of equations has
no solution. Because it is impossible for a variety generated by a ﬁnite list of polynomial non-equalities
to be a dense set in Rr , the existence of such a dense set would therefore contradict the deﬁnition of
a URS.
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We will proceed as follows. Let U be an open neighborhood in Rr . It will sufﬁce to ﬁnd some
(α1,α2, . . . ,αr) ∈ U such that the systemhasno solution for those choices ofα1,α2, . . . ,αr .U contains
some open hypercube X1 × X2 × · · · × Xr . For any α1 ∈ X1, we will consider V(f1 − α1), where we
will allow complex solutions. This will be some hypersurface in Cs, and it will have dimension s − 1
for all choices ofα1.Wewill then show that it is possible to choose anα2 ∈ X2, such that the dimension
ofV(f1 − α1, f2 − α2)will be atmost s − 2.We proceed in thismanner, andwill eventually ﬁnd some
(α1,α2, . . . ,αr) ∈ U such that the dimension of V(f1 − α1, f2 − α2, . . . , fr − αr) is −1. That is, the
system of equations has no solution.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, any choice of α1 ∈ X1 will sufﬁce. In order to demonstrate
that it is always possible to choose α2, . . . ,αr so that the dimension drops by one at each stage,
we proceed by induction. Assume that we have chosen (α1,α2, . . . ,αi) ∈ X1 × X2 × · · · × Xi such
that the dimension of Vi = V(f1 − α1, f2 − α2, . . . , fi − αi) is at most s − i. In addition, let Ziα =
V(fi − α).
Now, it is a fact that every algebraic variety can be expressed as a ﬁnite union of irreducible
components [7, p. 211]. Since Zi
α and Zi
β are disjoint for α /= β , this means that there are at most
ﬁnitely many values of α for which Zi
α could contain an irreducible component of Vi. It is therefore
possible to choose αi+1 to be a number in Xi+1 that is not one of these values. Then Ziαi+1 contains
no irreducible component of Vi. Hence, every irreducible component of Vi ∩ Ziαi+1 has dimension at
most s − i − 1 [4, p. 48].
Therefore, we have now chosen (α1,α2, . . . ,αi,αi+1) ∈ X1 × X2 × · · · × Xi × Xi+1 such that the
dimension of Vi+1 = V(f1 − α1, f2 − α2, . . . , fi − αi, fi+1 − αi+1) = Vi ∩ Ziαi+1 is at most s − i − 1.
Continuing in this manner, we will eventually ﬁnd some (α1,α2, . . . ,αs+1) ∈ X1 × X2 × · · · × Xs+1
such that the dimension of V(f1 − α1, f2 − α2, . . . , fs+1 − αs+1) is −1 (note that r  s + 1). After
reaching this stage, we can then choose any values from Xs+2 × · · · × Xr for (αs+2, . . . ,αr) that we
wish.
Consequently, (α1,α2, . . . ,αr)will be a point inU such that the systemof equations has no solution
for these choices of α1,α2, . . . ,αr .
Note that although we considered complex solutions to the system of equations, this proof would
also apply if we were only concerned with real solutions. We showed how to choose real values of
α1,α2, . . . ,αr such that the system of equations has no complex solutions. Therefore, for these values
of α1,α2, . . . ,αr , the system can have no real solutions either. 
Theorem 2.2. If the conﬁguration  is a URS, then the CBG has a complete matching.
Proof. The proof will be by contraposition. Assume that the CBG of  has no complete matching.
Assume further that contains k higher order minors, and therefore that there are also k unspeciﬁed
entries.
By Hall’s Theorem, [1] the CBG of  has a complete matching if and only if for every l k, every
set of l unspeciﬁed entries is contained in at least l speciﬁed higher order minors. Therefore, for some
l k, there exists a collection of l unspeciﬁed entries, which we designate E1, such that these entries
are, together, contained in only j speciﬁed higher order minors, where l > j. Let M1 be this collection
of j higher order minors.
Next, deﬁne the set of all unspeciﬁed entries not in E1 to be E2. There are k − l entries in E2.
Furthermore, deﬁne the set of all speciﬁed higher order minors not in M1 to be M2. There are k − j
minors inM2. By the deﬁnition ofM2, no unspeciﬁed entries in E1 are contained in any of the minors
in M2. Therefore, if an unspeciﬁed entry is contained in one of the minors in M2, it must be in E2.
Furthermore, since l > j, k − l < k − j, and so the cardinality of M2 is greater than that of E2.
Thus, by Lemma 2.1,  is not a URS. 
Next wewill show that if the CBG has only one completematching, then the conﬁguration is a URS.
Lemma 2.3. If a bipartite graph with k vertices in each part has exactly one complete matching, then there
must be a vertex of degree 1 in each part.
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Proof. Suppose the vertices in one part are u1, . . . , uk and in the other part are v1, . . . , vk and, without
loss of generality, that {uivi, i = 1, . . . , k}, is the sole completematching. Suppose ﬁrst that deg(ui) 2,
i = 1, . . . , k. Sinceu1 is adjacent toavertexbesidesv1 (sayv2), consider thepath thatbeginsv1, u1, v2, u2.
Since this path may be extended, because deg(u2) 2, either we have a cycle: v1, u1, v2, u2, v1 or an
extended path v1, u1, v2, u2, v3. Continuing, we either terminate in a cycle in which every other edge
lies in thematching or the path extends, without including a cycle. Of course, in the former eventuality
the cycle need not include v1. Since the graph is ﬁnite, the path cannot extend indeﬁnitely. Thus, the
bipartite graphmust include a cycle, half ofwhose edges lie in thematching. Replacing the edges of the
matching with the other edges of the cycle yields a new complete matching. This contradictionmeans
that deg(ui) = 1 for some i. The proof assuming deg(vi) 2, i = 1, . . . , k, is the same and completes
the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 2.4. If its CBG has exactly one complete matching, then a conﬁguration  is a URS.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, there is a vertex corresponding to a speciﬁed higher order minor of  having
degree one. That is, this minor contains only one unspeciﬁed entry, and so the unspeciﬁed entry may
be uniquely determined using an obvious regularity condition. This reduces the number of unspeciﬁed
entries and number of speciﬁed higher order minors each by one. Furthermore, since this vertex has
degree only one, the edge joining this vertex and the vertex corresponding to the unspeciﬁed entry
must lie in the complete matching. Therefore, the CBG resulting from deleting the two vertices must
still have exactly one complete matching. Induction veriﬁes the claim. 
3. The 3-by-3 conﬁgurations
In order to better understand the structure of URS conﬁgurations, we exhaustively studied all
conﬁgurations in the 3-by-3 case and identiﬁed those that are URSs. Indeed this investigation mo-
tivated some of the general theoretical ideas we have found. We summarize the results of the 3-by-3
case here, as they may be useful to others interested in reconstruction. In addition, a complete in-
ventory of the 3-by-3 conﬁgurations and their classiﬁcations in regards to URS may be found at
http://matrixreconstruction.blogspot.com.
There are 19 distinct minors in a 3-by-3 matrix and, thus,
(
19
9
)
=92,378 conﬁgurations to consider.
By elimination of duplicates from permutation and transposition equivalence as well as elimination
of those conﬁgurations without a complete matching in the CBG, only 851 conﬁgurations remained
(we note that enumerating the number of inequivalent conﬁgurations or the number with a complete
matching in their CBG is an interesting general combinatorial question). Each was analyzed and clas-
siﬁed as either a URS or not. Interestingly only ﬁve general types of outcomes occurred. (1) There was
a quadratic ambiguity (see Example 3), so that if there was a matrix with the indicated minors, there
were typically two. (2) There was a cubic ambiguity (see Example 4). (3) There was a seventh-order
ambiguity (see Example 5). (4) Reconstruction requires the solution of a square, identically singular
linear system of three variables, so that there are necessarily zero or inﬁnitely many solutions for any
values of theminors of the conﬁguration2 (see Example 6). (5) The conﬁguration is aURS (see Examples
1 and 2). In the ﬁrst four situations, data can display no or multiple solutions, no matter what (ﬁnitely
many)non-equality regularity conditions are imposed. For eachURSa small list of regularity conditions
ensures a unique solution.
Of the 851 equivalence classes of conﬁgurations that have a matching in the CBG, 585 were found
to be URSs, while 199 had polynomial ambiguities (quadratic being the most common) and 67 were
singular.
2 Of course, linear systems may need to be solved in order to reconstruct in other circumstances (see Example 1), and if
regularity conditions ensuring that the determinant is nonzero (a polynomial non-equality condition) may be crafted, then we
may have a URS. It is interesting to see that sometimes the system may be identically singular. The same phenomenon but for
higher order systems, can occur in the 2-by-n case.
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Example 1. The following is an example of a URS, in which letters from the beginning of the alphabet
represent speciﬁed 1-by-1 minors, the box gives the speciﬁed 2-by-2 minor, and the determinant is
also known.
The speciﬁed higher order minors correspond to equations of the form:
ey − fx = p
aey − afx + dxc − dby + gbf − gec = q.
Because neither of these equations contains one variable, we must take these two equations together
as a system of linear equations to solve for x and y. We obtain:
x = aep + egbf − ge
2c − eq − dbp
d(bf − ce) y =
fap + gbf 2 − fgec − fq − pdc
d(bf − ce) .
So we can uniquely solve for x and y, and thereby uniquely reconstruct the matrix, if and only if
d(bf − ce) /= 0.
Example 2. If we include fewer speciﬁed 1-by-1 minors and more speciﬁed higher order minors in
a conﬁguration, the equations and solving process can get much more complicated. For instance, the
following example, in which four entries, four 2-by-2 minors, and the determinant are all speciﬁed, is
a URS.
The higher order minors correspond to equations of the form:
cy − dx = m
dz − wy = n
bz − vy = p
az − vx = q
adz − awy − bcz + bxw + cvy − dxv = r.
Maple was used to solve this system:
v = a
2dnp − abcnp − ardp − abndq + b2cnq + bdqr
m(bcp + br − adp)
w = acnpd + adnr − bc
2np − bcnr − ad2nq + bcdnq + d2qr − cdpr − dr2
m(bcp + br − adp)
x = −m(cp − an + r)
dr + bcn − adn
y = m(bn − dp)
dr + bcn − adn
z = cp
2 + bnq − anp − dpq + pr
bcp + br − adp .
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Sowecanuniquely reconstruct thematrix if andonly ifm /= 0,bcp + br − adp /= 0,dr + bcn − adn /=
0, and bcp + br − adp /= 0. This is a ﬁnite list of non-equalities, and so this set of minors is also a URS.
Example 3. The following is an example of a set of minors that does not comprise a URS, in which the
conﬁguration contains seven 1-by-1 minors, one 2-by-2 minor, and the determinant.
The higher order minors correspond to equations of the form:
xy − eg = p
axy − aeg − bdy + bef + cdg − cxf = q.
Note that neither of these equations is a linear equation. When solved together, these equations yield
two possible solutions, corresponding to the two roots of the following quadratic expression in the
arbitrary parameter X
(bd)X2 + (q − bef − cdg − ap)X + cefg + cfp,
namely
x = eg + p
X
and y = X.
The onlyway for this set ofminors to generate a unique solution is for the discriminant of this quadratic
to be exactly zero. However, if we arbitrarily choose values for the speciﬁed minors from the complex
ﬁeld, the probability is one that therewill be two solutions. If the values are chosen randomly from the
real numbers, the probability is one that we have either no solutions or two solutions. By a previous
observation, if it were a URS, there would be exactly one solution with probability one. Therefore, this
conﬁguration of minors is not a URS.
It is important to note that although the sets1 and3 from Examples 1 and 3 have very different
outcomes, they share the same conﬁguration bipartite graph. This indicates that in spite of the infor-
mation obtainable from the CBG about whether or not a conﬁguration is a URS, it does not provide a
complete view of the reconstructability of a conﬁguration.
Example 4. In the previous example, it became necessary to solve a quadratic equation to solve for
the unknown entries of a matrix, and a quadratic ambiguity was the result. In the 3-by-3 case, we also
discovered examples of sets of minors that have cubic ambiguities. The following is such an example:
The higher order minors correspond to equations of the form:
xy − ac = l
xz − bw = m
yz − df = n
xyz − xdf + cbf − caz + wad − wby = p.
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This system of equations has three solutions, corresponding to the roots of the following cubic poly-
nomial:
f (X) = (d2fa + nad)X3 + (−2acdfb − ldfb − nacb)X2
+(−acpb − ladm + ac2b2f − a2cdm + lcb2f − lpb)X + a2c2bm + 2aclbm + l2bm.
It is possible to specify values for a, b, c, l, m, n, p, q, r such that f (X) has exactly one real root;
however, it is not the case that for randomly chosen values of these parameters it will happen with
probability one that there is exactly one real root. Consequently, this set of minors cannot be a URS.
Example 5. Inaddition toquadratic andcubicambiguities,wealsodiscoveredanexampleof a seventh-
order ambiguity in the 3-by-3 case. The following is an example:
5 =
⎛
⎝
a u v
w b x
y z c
⎞
⎠ ,
where we assume that the speciﬁed higher order minors are all the non-principal minors, namely
det A({1, 2}, {1, 3}), detA({1, 2}, {2, 3}), det A({1, 3}, {1, 2}), detA({1, 3}, {2, 3}),
det A({2, 3}, {1, 2}), and detA({2, 3}, {1, 3}). For aesthetic purposes, they are not indicated in the above
ﬁgure, but their associated equations are of the following form:
ax − vw = l
ux − bv = m
az − uy = n
cu − vz = p
wz − by = q
cw − xy = r.
This systemof equations has seven solutions, each corresponding to one root of a degree-sevenpolyno-
mial. While it is possible to specify values for a, b, c, l, m, n, p, q, r such that this polynomial has exactly
one real root, it is not the case that for randomly chosen values of these parameters it will happenwith
probability one that there is exactly one real root. Consequently, this set of minors cannot be a URS.
Example 6. Not all conﬁgurations ofminors produceﬁnite lists of solutions. For example, the following
conﬁguration of minors is singular and gives either inﬁnitely many or zero solution matrices:
The higher order minors correspond to equations of the form:
dy − ex = p
ez − fy = q
dz − fx = r
This is a system of three linear equations in three unknowns. The coefﬁcient matrix of this system is:
⎛
⎝
−e d 0 p
0 −f e q
−f 0 d r
⎞
⎠ .
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Because
⎛
⎝
−e d 0
0 −f e
−f 0 d
⎞
⎠
is an identically singular matrix, this system of equations will have either an inﬁnite number of
solutions or no solutions, depending on the speciﬁed values for p, q, r. In either case, we will not
be able to reconstruct a unique matrix from these minors. Therefore, this conﬁguration of minors is
not a URS.
A relevant reconstruction technique is adjoint complementation, a method that relies upon the
correspondence between the minors of a matrix and the minors of its inverse, assuming that the
determinant is included in our conﬁguration of speciﬁed minors and that it is nonzero. We are able to
relate speciﬁedminors from the conﬁguration to otherminors in the adjoint byway of Jacobi’s identity
[6]. Then it is possible to use the known relationship A−1 = 1
detA
adj A to construct an alternate con-
ﬁguration. If this conﬁguration is a URS, then we are able to reconstruct the inverse and consequently
deduce our original matrix. In this way, in some cases we can reduce complicated conﬁgurations with
many higher order minors and few speciﬁed entries to simpler conﬁgurations with few higher order
minors and many speciﬁed entries. The following example illustrates this technique.
Example 7. Consider the following conﬁguration:
7 =
⎛
⎝
a s t
u v w
x y z
⎞
⎠ ,
where we assume that the speciﬁed higher order minors are detA({1, 2}, {1, 3}), det A({1, 2},
{2, 3}), detA({1, 3}, {1, 3}), det A({1, 3}, {2, 3}), detA({2, 3}, {1, 2}), det A({2, 3}, {1, 3}), detA({2, 3}, {2, 3}),
and the determinant of the entire matrix, det A. For aesthetic purposes, these are not indicated in the
above picture, but the corresponding equations will be of the following form:
det A({1, 2}, {1, 3}) = aw − tu = f
det A({1, 2}, {2, 3}) = sw − tv = g
det A({1, 3}, {1, 3}) = az − tx = h
det A({1, 3}, {2, 3}) = sz − ty = i
det A({2, 3}, {1, 2}) = uy − vx = j
det A({2, 3}, {1, 3}) = uz − wx = k
det A({2, 3}, {2, 3}) = vz − wy = l
det A = avz − awy − suz + swx + tuy − tvx = d.
While it is very difﬁcult to determine whether or not this system of equations will yield a unique
solution, the aforementioned technique can be used to make the solution process much easier.
Let B = adj A. Then by the deﬁnition of the adjoint, the ij-entry of B is bij = (−1)i+jdet ({j}′, {i}′).
So all entries of B except the 3,2 and 3,3 entries are known. Let xˆ and yˆ represent these unknown
variables. Then,
B =
⎛
⎝
l −i g
−k h −f
j xˆ yˆ
⎞
⎠ .
Since A−1 = 1
det A
adj A,
A−1 = 1
det A
⎛
⎝
l −i g
−k h −f
j xˆ yˆ
⎞
⎠ .
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Just as we were able to relate the 2-by-2 minors of A to the entries of A−1, we can relate the entries
of A to the 2-by-2 minors of A−1 by Jacobi’s identity [5]:
det A−1(α′,β ′) = (−1)∑i∈α i+∑j∈β j det A(β ,α)
det A
.
In the above formula, α and β represent sets of indices. For example, if α = {1} and β = {1}, then
the equation tells us that
det A−1({2, 3}, {2, 3}) = (−1)1+1 a1,1
det A
.
Since we know that a1,1 = a, and that det A = d, we know:
det A−1({2, 3}, {2, 3}) = a
d
.
In addition, since det A−1 = 1
det A
, we know:
det A−1 = 1
d
.
And so instead of trying to reconstructA fromone entry, seven 2-by-2minors, and det A, we can instead
try to reconstructA−1 from seven entries, one 2-by-2minor, and its determinant. Then, provided thatA
is non-singular, this will allow us to uniquely determine A by inverting A−1. Approaching the problem
from this perspective, we have the following conﬁguration, where the determinant is also known:
By Example 1, ′7 is a URS. That is, for all given values of a, d, f , g, h, i, j, k, l that do not violate a
ﬁnite list of regularity conditions, we can uniquely reconstruct A−1. If d /= 0, then A is nonsingular,
and A−1 will uniquely determine A. Thus, if we add d /= 0 to this list of regularity conditions, for all
given values of a, d, f , g, h, i, j, k, l that do not violate this new ﬁnite list of regularity conditions, we can
uniquely reconstruct A. Consequently, 7 is a URS.
4. Entrywise sequential reconstruction
We are not able to characterize the conﬁgurations that are URSs. However, one important type of
conﬁguration that is a URS was identiﬁed in Theorem 2.4. Here, we want to look at these from another
perspective. They are conﬁgurations that areURSs by virtue of entrywise sequential reconstruction (ESR).
By this we mean that the speciﬁed, higher order minors of the conﬁguration may be ordered so that
the ﬁrst includes only one unspeciﬁed entry, and after it is uniquely determined (under the necessary
regularity condition3), the second has only one further unspeciﬁed entry, and so on (Note this order
identiﬁes the unique matching in the CBG). The initial minors are one example of a conﬁguration that
3 Assuming that the value of a minor, which contains only one unspeciﬁed entry, is known, then that unspeciﬁed entry can
alwaysbedeterminedassuming that anappropriate regularity condition ismet: the subminor complementary to theunspeciﬁed
entry must be nonzero. For example, if
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a b c
d e f
g h x
∣∣∣∣∣∣ is known, then one can uniquely solve for x provided that
∣∣∣∣
a b
d e
∣∣∣∣ /= 0.
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reconstructs in this way. Since a conﬁguration consists of the arrangement, together with some higher
orderminors, our purpose here is ﬁrst to characterize the arrangements that are part of a conﬁguration
that admits ESR (not all are) and then to discuss the collections of higher order minors that will make
such an arrangement into an ESR conﬁguration (not all do). To this end, we deﬁne another bipartite
graph, one that is a function only of the arrangement.
Deﬁnition 4. The arrangement bipartite graph (ABG) of an arrangement in an m-by-n matrix is the
bipartite graph on m “row" vertices and n “column" vertices in which there is an edge between row
vertex i and column vertex j if and only if the ij entry is speciﬁed.
While we will note several ways to determine which arrangements may be extended to ESR
conﬁgurations, the following is the simplest.
Theorem 4.1. An arrangement is the collection of speciﬁed entries of an ESR conﬁguration if and only if its
ABG is connected.
Proof. Consider a connected ABG. Suppose without loss of generality that the ABG is not a complete
bipartite graph. If it were, then every entry would already be speciﬁed, and so the conﬁgurationwould
vacuously be an ESR conﬁguration. Choose a row vertex u and a column vertex v that are not connected
by an edge in the ABG. Since the ABG is connected, choose a shortest path connecting u and v. It has
an odd number of edges, cannot be of one edge and, thus, must be of at least three edges. Consider
a row vertex u1 and a column vertex v2 along this path that are separated by three edges. They also
cannot be separated by one edge (or else there would be a shorter path between u and v). Thus, the
subpath they determine is u1, v1, u2, v2. Then, the 2-by-2 minor in rows u1, u2 and columns v1, v2 has
all entries speciﬁed, except the u1, v2 entry. Make this minor the ﬁrst higher order minor to add to our
connected arrangement, en route to an ESR conﬁguration. Now, add the edge {u1, v2} to the ABG,which
remains connected, and continue until all unspeciﬁed entries have been determined, one-at-a-time.
The minors found en route, along with the arrangement, will be an ESR conﬁguration.
If the ABG is not connected, of course, each connected componentmay be completed to a complete
row/column bipartite graph by the above procedure. So, we assume that the ABG is a collection of at
least two complete bipartite graph components. Any induced bipartite subgraph that is not complete
must be at least two edges short of being complete bipartite. This means that any further minors
containing an unspeciﬁed entry must have at least two unspeciﬁed entries, and thus there can be no
ESR conﬁguration. 
We note from the proof that for an ESR arrangement, the higher order minors may all be taken
to be 2-by-2. Of course, it may also happen that some of the higher order minors are larger, and the
regularity conditions will require certain minors to be nonzero.
Although both the ABG and the CBG identify arrangements that admit ESR, there are other charac-
terizations that were discovered. Without going into any depth, they will be brieﬂy mentioned here.
An arrangement admits an ESR conﬁguration if and only if it also satisﬁes the following. First, therewill
be a subset of cardinality m + n − 1 of the speciﬁed entries such that no p-by-q submatrix contains
more than p + q of them. Second, the arrangement will be permutation equivalent to an arrangement
satisfying the following three criteria: the 1,1 entry is speciﬁed; for every 1 < kmin(m, n) an entry
is speciﬁed from both the ﬁrst k entries of the kth row, and the ﬁrst k entries of the kth column, such
that the diagonal entry is not the only entry in both sets; and for every min{m, n} < imax{m, n},
at least one entry is known from either the ith row (if m > n) or the ith column (if m < n). Every
arrangement that possesses either of these attributes admits an ESR.
The ESR conﬁgurations are unique in that they may be identiﬁed from just the CBG. If the CBG has
exactly one completematching, reconstruction can be carried out using ESR based upon thismatching.
By Lemma 2.3 we are guaranteed a pendent vertex in the minor vertex set of the CBG. By sequential
eliminationof eachsuccessivepair of apendentminorvertexand theadjacentunspeciﬁedentryvertex,
it is possible to order the higher order minors in such a way to identify a sequence of reconstruction.
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Given an arrangement that admits an ESR,wewould like to know all conﬁgurations that realize
the ESR. Of course,  consists of , together with a collection  of higher order minors, and we ask
what collections  qualify. Since the ABG, B() is connected, we may choose an induced subgraph of
B() that is both nearly complete (i.e., is missing one edge from being a complete bipartite graph) and
has the same number of vertices from each of the two parts in the partition of B(). This determines
a possible minor in , and the missing edge would be the entry to be determined from this minor.
Addition of this edge to B() leaves it connected, and the process may be continued to produce the
next minor in , and so on. Any collection  produced in this way would give a desired . Moreover,
any  that works must be orderable, so that it comes about this way.
A conﬁguration may be a URS, even when ESR is not possible. If we consider any size arrangement,
, with just four speciﬁed entries constituting a 2-by-2 submatrix, it is always possible to identify a
collectionofmn − 4higherorderminors that allowforunique reconstructionusingonly linear systems
that are nonsingular, as a consequence of regularity. By ﬁnding pairs of 2-by-2 submatrices that contain
the same row (or column) of unspeciﬁed entries, their corresponding minors will constitute a linear
system in two variables which can be solved, under regularity conditions.
Example 8. Consider the following arrangement.
A =
⎛
⎝
a b v
c d w
x y z
⎞
⎠ .
If we then have the higher order minors detA{1, 2}, {1, 3}, det A{1, 2}, {2, 3}, det A{1, 3}, {1, 2},
detA{2, 3}, {1, 2}, and det A{2, 3}, {2, 3}, we can proceed so that at every step we will be solving a
linear system.
Step 1:We solve the linear system produced by the ﬁrst two of these higher order minors:
aw − vc = m
bw − vd = n.
This allows us to solve for v and w, provided that the regularity condition ad − cb /= 0 is met.
Step 2:We solve the linear system produced by the third and fourth of these higher order minors:
ay − bx = p
cy − dx = q.
This allows us to solve for x and y, provided that the regularity condition ad − cb /= 0 is met.
Step 3: We consider the equation produced by the last of these higher order minors. At this stage,
this is now a linear equation.
dz − wy = r.
Recall that by the time we have reached this stage, w and y are known variables. Therefore, we can
solve for z, provided that the regularity condition d /= 0 is met. We have now successfully solved for
v, w, x, y, and z, thereby reconstructing the matrix.
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